SKIN HERPES
(anonymous)
January 1, 2000

"I had the proof with a just a little herpes blister"
Recently, something happened to me that proved to me a good argument or example for the accuracy of
German New Medicine. What happened was that my drinking straw had fallen to the floor and I could not
immediately pick it up because someone was ringing the doorbell.
When I returned, the straw was lying once again on the table - someone else had already picked it up. So, I
took the straw, placed it into my glass and started drinking. At that moment, someone said to me: "Don't
drink with that straw because the cat has licked it!" I shuddered and said: "Yackkkk!" and immediately threw
the straw aside [separation conflict of "wanting to separate"; here: of not wanting to have the straw touching
the skin at this area, CM].
I had the straw in the right corner of my mouth and that same evening my lip was already painful... and the
next day I had a nice herpes blister on the right lower lip.
What is important to know is that the cat had never even touched the straw - but I found this out only later!
I find this really cool and thank you and Dr. Hamer to have made it possible for me to know about German
New Medicine - mainly through your website. Thanks again!
It is really astonishing how true GNM is, with all of its correlations between organs, the brain, and the
psyche. I had the proof with a just a little herpes blister.
I will mention this example to many other people … ... and many other people will know about GNM through
many others from many others...
Have patience! Nothing is more dangerous than an idea whose time has come.
Best regards,

Translated from the German original by Caroline Markolin, Ph.D.
Extract from: http://LearningGNM.com
Disclaimer: The information in this testimonial does not replace professional medical advice
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